
 Recorded by: FS 
 December 13, 1982 
 
 
Subject: VILLAGE DIALOGUES 
 
Visited by: Management Group (SSK, HMN, TH, FS ... accompanied by TS). 
 
Village  OSHIKANDASS  Visit No.  FIRST 
 
(1)  General characteristics (as given by the villagers) 
 
(i)  Population   4,500/5,000 
(ii)  Houses    300/350 
(iii)  Total cultivated land 13,500 kanals 
(iv)  Price of land: 
 
  (a) cultivated  Rs. 8,000/12,000 per kanal 
  (b)  uncultivated  Rs. 5,000 per kanal 
  (c) residential 
   purpose   Rs. 20,000 per kanal 
 
(v)  Population by sects: 
 
  (a) Ismaili   50 % 
  (b) Shia   40 % 
  (c) Sunni   10 % 
 
(2)  Introduction of AKRSP 
 
After a brief introduction by GM, HMN was asked to explain the objectives of the Programme. HMN stated 
that His Highness started the rural support programme with the intention to boost up the rural economy 
through a joint partnership with the people. In other countries, the rural communities have overcome poverty 
through collective efforts. We can take the example of Japan, Germany where the people were very poor 
having small holdings less than 2 acres. They came together and decided the solutions of those problems 
which were the roots cause of their poverty. They tried every means to learn new skills and adopt measures 
to improve their economic status. 
 
We have come to apprise you of the fact that until and unless the people join hands for identification and 
solution of their main problems, which have caused poverty, nothing will be possible. It is the people who can 
assess their problems and also suggest solution, which due to limited financial resources and technical 
guidance, they are unable to solve. In this regard the AKRSP has come with a slogan of joint partnership. To 
conclude both the people and AKRSP will work together in close collaboration for the villagers uplift. The 
villagers are to assemble at one platform, identify the basic income generating projects, undertake the 
execution of such projects and look after these after completion. The AKRSP will organise and manage the 
work, give training in all village income-generating activities and provide financial component. 
 
(3)  DISCUSSION AND PROBLEMS 
 
The villagers reported that (i) they had tried to improve their economic condition through a village cooperative 
society but it could not succeed. The society was mainly business oriented. 
 
The GM informed that AKRSP has not come for such type of work. It will focus only on those schemes which 
could directly and immediately improve the income of the majority of the people. The first priority is to uproot 



poverty. (ii) Adequate irrigation water is available and the entire land is irrigated. In the month of May, June, 
July, the flood water brings soil ingredients which destroy the top soil thereby affecting the crops and produce. 
It was proposed that if 5/6 filtration tanks are constructed at distance of about one mile upstream, the problem 
can be solved. The soil ingredients will remain in the tanks and clean water will reach to the fields. The 
villagers will regularly desilt the tanks. The government has already contributed one such tank but it does not 
solve the problem in its entirety. 
 
This is the top most priority of the village for keeping the fertile top soil intact for batter growth of the 
crops/plants. (iii) Fertilizer and improved seed are not available in time. Timely availability of agricultural inputs 
can help in increasing the produce and output. 
 
4.  At the end, the GM thanked the village elders with the assurance that the Engineer would 
come to carry-out the necessary survey of the tanks and work out the cost. Once this is done, we will come 
again to discuss the details of people's participation and the contribution by AKRSP in achieving the desired 
goals of removing poverty. The village elders assured their full support and cooperation. The GM left for the 
next village Rahimabad. 
 


